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Abstract
Post-vaccine feline sarcoma or injection site sarcoma (FISS) in a neoplasm described in felines in Colombia occurs after the 

use of inactive adjuvant vaccines. The objective is to describe the presence of a feline sarcoma after vaccination with inactive 
feline leukemia virus, first case described in Colombia. Un feline, male, half-breed, 7 years old, sterilized, vaccinated with inactive 
feline leukemia vaccine, for 3 years, develops a nodule 5 cm in diameter in the dorsal region, signature and non-allgesic. DeepE 
n dermis and striatum muscle evidence neoplastic proliferation of fusiform cells, mainly expansive and to a less invasive extent, 
organizing into short beams and long fascicles that intersect, with dense and lax spotlights and in spotlights is arranged in a 
fishbone pattern. The cells have fusiform morphology, slightly ovoid, irregular, some rounded, with faint and intense eosinophil 
cytoplasm in other denser spotlights. Cellular pleomorphism and moderate anistocytosis are evidenced. The nuclei have round, 
ovoid, and irregular morphology. It shows the presence of one or more nucléolos in some of its cells, mainly fine granular chromatin, 
nuclear pleomorphism and moderate anisocariosis. 4 mitosis were counted in 10 fields with the high power target at 2.37 mm2, no 
apparent lymphovascular invasion is observed, side edge compromise is evident. Additionally, discrete multifocal necrosis bulbs 
< 50%, multifocal moderate polymorphic polymorphonuclear inflammatory infiltrate and multifocal lymphocytic mononuclear 
infiltrate. Se describes the presence of post-vaccine feline sarcoma, as the first case described in Colombia.
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Introduction
In the United States and Europe,an increase in the presence 

of cats with  post-vaccine sarcoma or feline injection site sarcoma 
(FISS) beginsto be discovered in 1992, and a link between the 
presence of sarcoma and the application of inactive feline leukemia 
and rabies vaccines [1,2,3]. Investigations made by [4] the incidence 
of post-vaccine feline sarcoma was estimated to be 1:1. 000 to 
1:10. 000 cases; other descriptionsfound worldwide incidence of 
3, 5:10. 000 cats vaccinated with inactive virus [5]; this is because 
vaccines with inactive viruses, require adjuvants to stimulate 
humoral response [6], finding significant statistical difference (P 
< 0,05), between adjuvant vaccines and those without adjuvants 
in the presence of sarcoma. The main adjuvant used is Aluminium 
present in inactive vaccines, intheform of Aluminium Hydroxide 
or Aluminium Phosphate. Thesestimulatethe proliferationof pro-
inflammatory cells, especially macrophages, which predisposes to 
chronic inflammatory changes, responsible for cell mutagenesis 
[1]. It should be noted that there are other factors that favor the de 

 
velopmentof post-vaccine feline sarcoma, such as the simultaneous 
application of several vaccines at the same site or the use of vehicles 
in the formulation of parenteral drugs, which are also responsible 
for the development of neoplasm, such as hydrochloride, trihydrate 
and acetate, which are often used in antibiotics and long-acting 
anti-inflammatory drugs [6,7,8,9,10]. Genetic changes caused 
by cellular alterations, due to   crónicinflammation, favor the 
activation of oncogenes inducing mesenchymatous neoplasm; 
therefore, any chronic inflammatory process in a feline can induce 
sarcoma [6,11]. FiSS, with malignancy characteristics, is known 
to be highly infiltrative locally, high growth rate, to gresive and 
metastatic potential; therefore, they require extensive excision, 
which may include member amputation [7-12,13] it is known 
that the MOSTcommonly described  FISS are fibrosarcoma, 
chondrosarcoma, liposarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma and 
osteosarcoma [14,15]; which can be solid or cystic, mobile or fixed 
and can sometimes exceed 3-4 cm in diameter [16] and  ebony to 
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post-vaccine feline sarcomas, have low incidence, possibly due to 
individual genetic characteristics, particular immune reactions and 
the presence of adjuvants in inactive vaccines [6] the description 
is relevant, because the sarcoma asassociated with the injection 
siteare different in pathology and biological behavior against 
sarcomas not associated with the injection site [17]. Thedifference 
between sarcomas not associated with the injection site and post-
vaccine sarcoma (FISS),is that the former have a larger size and 
local recurrence rate of  30%,with respect to the smallest seconds 
and with greater recurrence 70% [13-18,19] . In addition, she has 
indicated that feline leukemia virus (ViLeF) and immunodeficiency 
(VIF), son some of those responsiblefor  non-vaccine sarcomas, 
such  as lymphosarcoma [20] and fibrosarcoma (FS), caused by 
feline sarcoma virus (FeSV), which appears after recombination 
of the FeSV genome with cellular oncogenes, which are very 
aggressive locally and with high metastatic capacity, while post-

vaccine sarcomas, are solitary neoplasms and  fisS has not been 
related to ViLeF and FeSV  [21] but the presence of both should 
always be ruled out when asarcoma appears,  for this reason  
currently the guidelines for the application of inactive vaccines in 
felines (WASA; World Small Animal Veterinary Association; AAFP; 
American Association of Feline Practitioners; ABCD; Advisory 
Board on Cat Diseases VAFSTF; Grupo working on feline sarcoma 
associated with the vaccine) indicates that it should be applied 
at the base of the tail or hind limbs [5-11] and not interscapular, 
because post-vaccine sarcoma requires extensive surgical excision  
[6-23]. Feline injection site sarcoma (FISS) is described in a half-
breed cat following the use of inactive feline leukemia vaccine and 
linking its low description in Colombia to the genetic interactions 
responsible for the development of FISS in other countries [3-15], 
in addition, to describe for the first time a related case in Colombia.

Materials and Methods

Image 1: Feline patient with a nodule 5 cm in diameter, in the dorsal region after interscapular space (red circle).

Anamnesis: a half-breed feline, 7 yearsold, sterilized, came to 
consultation by presenting a nodule 5 cm in diameter, in the dorsal 
region, flow into the interscapular space (Image 1), after vaccination 
against feline leukemia, with virus inactive for 72 months, the 
patient received annual vaccination against feline infectious 
rhinotracheitis, calicivirosis and panleucopenia (attenuated virus) 
and rabies (inactive) in the right posterior member as indicated by 
the WASAVA and AAFP vaccination guidelines [24-26] plus multiple 
doses of feline leukemia (inactive virus) in the dorsal (interscapular) 
region; being the last vaccine 12 months ago, it is described   that 
the application of inactive ViLeF, was always performed in the same 
region.

Clinical examination: sterilized male feline patient, who has a 
painless nodule in the dorsal region, which is ulcerated (Image 
2), an active and dynamic patient was observed at the clinical 
examination, attention to the medium, body condition 3/5, heart 

rate 100 palpitations per minute, breathing rate 40 breaths per 
minute, temperature 39,4oC, capillary filling time, 2 segundos,wet 
oralmucosa, pink, pulse 102 pulsaciones por minuto,strong, high 
and rhythmic arc, skin fold 1 segundos.

Image 2: Ulcerative lesion in the dorsal region, 5 cm in 
diameter with circumscribed alopecia (Red Circle).
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Hemoleucogram: The feline patient underwent a blood sample, 
external jugular vein after antisepsis procedure, to evaluate full 
hematic profile, the hemoleucogram was processed into HA 22 
Touch Vet® (Clindiang Systems©, China, Zhenjiang) is evaluated 
erythrocytes, leukocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, 

bands, monocytes, thrombocytes, hematocrit (HTO), hemoglobin 
(Hg), mean corpuscular volume (CMV), mean corpuscular 
hemoglobin (HgCM), mean haemoglobin concentration (CMHg) 
and plasma proteins (Table 1).

Table 1: Feline patient hemoleucogram with fibrosarcoma.

Analito value reference

Erythrocytes (106/mL) 9.31 5.0-10.0

HTO (%) 41.3 24.0-45.0

Hg (g) 13.9 8.0-15.0

Vcm 44.4 39.0-55.0

HgCM 14.9 12.5-17.5

CMHg 33.6 30.0-36.0

Leukocytes (103/mL) 8.87 5.5-19.5

Neutrophils (%) 44 35-80

Neutrophils (103/mL) 3.9 2.5-12.5

Lymphocytes (%) 43 20-55

Lymphocytes (103/mL) 3.81 1.5-7.0

Eosinophils (%) 13 2-12 %

Eosinophils (103/mL) 1.15 0.0-0.85

Monocytes (%) 0 01-Mar

Monocytes (103/mL) 0 0.0-0.8

Bands (%) 0 0-1 

Bands (103/mL) 0 0-5

Platelets (103/mL) 203 300-800

Reticulocytes (103/mL) 32.24 >50

Plasma proteins (g) 7.4 6-7.6

Blood chemistry: The patient underwent basic profile tests, alanine 
amino transferase (ALT), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), creatinine 
and urea, in a Mindray BS-240® (Mindray Medical International 

Limited, Shenzhen, China) chemical analyzer equipment, the 
sample was taken from the subsequent asepsis external jugular 
vein, the values found can be seen in Table 2.

Table 2: Basic liver-renal profile with clotting times in patients with fibrosarcoma, the first day of medical consultation, before sur-
gery.

Analito value reference

ALT (UI/L) 64.16 Mar-63

Creatinine (mg/dL) 1.84 0.8-1.8

Urea (mg/dL) 37.02 21-42

BUN (mg/dL) 23.72 16-36

TP (sec) 16.7 12.3-16. 7

TPT (sec) 11.7 8.7-10. 6

Viral Test: the patient underwent immunodiagnosis testing (IDEXX 
Laboratories©, Snap Combo® VIF/ViLeF, Toronto, Canada), which 
was negative for both viruses; but to determine the presence of 
ViLeF in regressive phase was also performed PCR for ViLeF, VIF, 
Mycoplasma haemofelis and Bartonella spp, resulting in all negative 
tests in reference laboratory, Medellin, Colombia.

Ultrasound: The patient underwent full abdominal ultrasound in 
search of metastasis of neoplastic injury, the abdominal cavity was 
evaluated, without the presence of effusions or reactive lyphonates. 
In gastrointestinal evaluation, stomach with wall of preserved 
thickness, low free hyperecoic content, moderate hypoecocal 
content, no pressure pain, small intestine with preserved  thickness 
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wall, correct motility, low gas content, moderate fecal content, colon 
with preserved thickness wall, moderate fecal content, moderate 
gas content, no obstructivesigns, spleen, hypoecocal parenchyma, 
fine dotted, homogeneous, sharp edges, preserved size,if n presence 
of focal lesions   and preserved vasculature; liver with hypoecoic 
parenchyma, thick, homogeneous granules, rounded edges, 
hyperecoetic capsule, preserved size, no focal, cystic or nodulal 
lesions were evident; gallbladder, moderate homogeneous anechoic 
content,preserved walls, no obstructivesigns; kidneys exhibited 
regular contour, preserved size and shape, 1:1 corticomedular ratio, 

correct corticomedular differentiation, homogeneous ecogenicity, 
no obstructive signs, no pain; the pelvis dilated at the left and 
bladder level, moderate homogeneous anechoic content, preserved 
walls, no obstructivesigns; no presence in the abdominal cavity of 
masses or elements indicating the presence of metastasis (Image 
3). X-ray: a chest latero-lateral radiographic plate is performed, in 
which an injury of 5 cm long at the dorsal level is observed, between 
T10-T12 (Image 4); in the image it can be observed that the lesion 
is not infiltrating the muscle tissue, only located in the superficial 
dermal tissue.

Image 3: Complete abdominal ultrasound, kidney, bladder, liver, biliary vesicular, can be observed without pathological changes.
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Image 4: Latero-lateral chest radiographic plate, in which you can see a radiopaca structure between T10-T12 (white arrow) in 
the dorsal region not attached to the bone tissue.

Image 5: Cytology of the dorsal nodule, with PAAF technique, staining with Wright, observation 10X, where you can observe.

Cytology: Fine needle aspiration (PAAF) puncture was performed,for 
cell evaluation of the nodule, thenWright staining, were observed 
under the microscope at 10 X, lymphocyte proliferation and some 
macrophage polymorphs (Image 5). It is observed that there is 
severe mixed infiltrate of PMN predominance, presence of fusiform 
morphology cells, agglomerates of circular morphology cells, some 
fusiform to oval, anisocytosis and mild anisocariosis and moderate 
hyperchromasia.

Results
The patient undergoes surgical procedure to excision of the 

neoformation, with the following surgical procedure.

Surgery: The  patient undergoes a surgical excision of the lesion 

(Image 6 ), under anesthesia with isoflurane 1,5 CAM, is induced with 
propofol 6 mg iv, premedical  with xylacin 1,5 mg sc, acepromacin 
0,15 mg sc, tramadol 6 mg iv,meloxicam 0,6 mg iv and cephalotin 
60 mg iv and was treated post-surgically with cephaloxin 60 mg 
every 12 hours, po, meloxicam 0,3 mg once daily, po; disinfection 
chlorhexidine,leaving the patient hospitalized for 5 days, was 
taken 4 pieces of tissue, one of the fragments is referenced with 
suture. They have irregular shape, dimensions of 0,6*0,4*0,4 cm to 
1,5*0,5*1,0 cm. The fragment that presents the suture shows skin 
and hair on one of its surfaces, the fragments have beige coloration 
and semi-soft consistency. Tissue with surgical suture is referenced 
with ink, preserved in 10% formaldehyde, for histopathological 
evaluation, sent to reference laboratory; Medellin, Colombia; cuts 
are made to each of the fragments and forwarded to processing.
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Image 6: Feline after the intervention of excision of the dorsal nodule, in which moreic removal of the circulating tissue had to 
be performed.

Histopathology: In the microscopic evaluation of fragments, 
neoplastic proliferation of fusiform cells (Image 6) was evident, 
mainly expansive and to a less invasive extent, organizing into 
short beams and long fascicles that intersect, with dense and lax 
spotlights and in spotlights is arranged in a fishbone pattern (Image 
7). The cells had fusiform morphology, slightly ovoid, irregular, 
some rounded, with faint and intense eosinophil cytoplasm in 
other denser spotlights. Cellular pleomorphism and moderate 
anistocytosis are evidenced. The nuclei had round, ovoid, and 

irregular morphology. The presence of 1 or more nucléolos in some 
of its cells, mainly fine granular chromatin, nuclear pleomorphism 
and moderate anisocariosis, was evident. 4 mitosis were counted 
in 10 fields with the high power target at 2.37 mm2, no apparent 
lymphovascular invasion was observed, side edge compromise 
was evident (Image 7). Additionally, discrete multifocal necrosis 
spotlights less than 50%, polymorphophilic polymorphonuclear 
mixed inflammatory infiltrate, moderate multifocal and multifocal 
lymphocytic mononuclear infiltrate.

Image 7: In the observed histological cut 4 X; a proliferation of basophilic (Arrow) cells can be observed.

Severe deposition of collagen fibers from elongated to oval 
morphology is observed, some forming thick acellular agglomerates 
and others intermingled and upholstered among abundant 
cellularity. An organization pattern is evident in undulating 
fascicles.

Discussion
The presence of fibrosarcomas in felines caused by the 

application of drugs or vaccines (FISS),is not very welldescribed 
in Colombia, although there are several research papers on the 
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presence of these tumors in cats there is no report of FISS in a 
Colombian feline, this may be due to the low frequency 1-3,6:10000 
[27,28]; which does not indicate that it does not exist, but has 
not  been documented; it is known that there are oncogenes 
related to frequency, but possibly because they are half-breed 
cats in Colombia, the presence of these are low in Colombian 
felidos, compared to purebred felines. It is known that vaccines’ 
relationship with FISS development has been well described since 
1992, which describes some association between ViLeF vaccination 
and rabies with the development of sarcomas in cats, as in the case, 
where the cat receives  multiple doses of inactive ViLeF  at the same 
site for years, with an increased risk of up to 5 times for rabies and 
2 times for ViLeF [8-29] although it has been described that anti-
rubbic,as the largest responsible [3] in ourcase is ruled out because 
it was placed in the later member; ViLeF vaccine  is known to be 
inactive,has  aluminium hydroxide as an adjuvant, responsible for 
chronic inflammation [3-50] vaccine that was describedin thiscase, 
in addition, multipleinvestigations showed relationship between 
number of  doses andn the same siteand the presence of neoplasm, 
being only 50% for a single dose, 127% for 2 doses of  vaccines 
and 175% for three or more vaccines [2-16, 47] as described in the 
case of three consecutive doses per year. Although other vaccines 
have also been associated as causes of FISS [4-19,30] in this case 
this possibility is ruled out because these were administered in 
the later right member. Other research indicates that vaccines 
adjuvantedwith aluminio do not always produce   postnalreaction, 
but if they are most frequently responsible [8-15,31]. In addition, 
other substances may carry FISS, but in this case feline was not 
treated with drugs containing hydrochloride, acetate  or trihydrate 
in the last 3 years [7-29,32] and although  the feline had microchip 
another  cause of FISS [43-46], this is located in the esternal region 
and  the possibility that FISS will be developed by microchip, is onlyr 
that by repetitive vaccination with inactive ViLeF, administered for 
3 years and nthe samesite, coinciding with what is described by 
other authors [2-16]. L to FISS relationship with ViLeF presence 
is described as not existing [8-13] but if  there is sarcoma by 
ViLeF,so the presence of the disease is ruled out; viLeF and  FeSV-
induced  neoplasms  account for 33,3% of neoplasms in cats and 
62% of T-cell lymphoma [20], in addition to other sarcomas such 
as: neuroblastomas, osteochondromas and fibrosarcomas [49] 
activation of MYC and P53 oncogenes [18-26] and although FISS is 
not closely related ViLeF, feSV is known to   cause feline sarcoma 
[44];therefore the feline was negative to test p27 and to PCR for 
ViLeF, which derails neoplasm of viral origin; but it should be 
noted that the activation of the p53 oncogen, can occur without 
the presence of ViLeF or FeSV, more often in pure cats than in 
mixed felines, that explains the low description of the problem 
in Colombia, where there is a high population of mixed cats. The 
type neoplasia of this case is a fibrosarcoma, which is often, 50% 
of cases [1], continues with malignant fibrous histiocytoma 28,2% 
[1] (Hendrick and Brooks, 1994), osteosarcoma, chondrosarcoma, 
liposarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and undifferentiated sarcoma [5-
32] The description of fibrosarcoma showing poorly differentiated 
neoplastic cells in the form of a spindle, elongated pleomorphic 
nuclei, lymphocyte infiltrate and mitosis; which coincides with 

the description of feline patient neoplasm (Image 7-8); malignant, 
originating from fibroblast, in the subcutaneous tissue of cats with 
an average age of 12 years [40],which in the case is lessthan 7 
years old, fibrosarcoma accounts for 12-25% of feline skin tumors 
[17] is located on the trunk and subsequentxtremities [40], in 
the case presented on the back of the application site. They are 
neoplasms of local recurrence, but little metastatic [39-40] whichis 
confirmed by the radiology and ultrasound report, see images 
3-4 respectively. While fixed needle aspiration (PAAF) puncture  
analysis,  inflammatory infiltrate composed of lymphocytes and 
macrophages was presented along with an increase in mitotic index 
[32] as you can see in the case (Image 4), where the lymphocytes 
are the predominant69s,2%, as can be seen in Figure 4, which 
coincides with the description of several authors [17] although 
PAAF has been considered not ideal, as it generates confused 
diagnosis with a granuloma [11], therefore the definitive diagnosis 
is only by bincisional iopsia [6-22]as was done in the patient.

Laboratorytests in general are consideredndo not have 
much diagnostic value in FISS [13] it is known that the tests will 
determine the overall health of the patient; even if there is no 
association between FISS and hematology [13-21]. In the present 
case it could be observed that both the hemoleucogram (Table 
1), as well as the liver and renal profile (Table 2), were found 
within normal values, which coincides with others, where FISS 
does not affect haematological or biochemical analysis [13]. 
Theidentification of FISS is mostly given by the presence of a post-
vaccine nodule,whichis confused with abscesus or seroma [23] 
therefore,  the history of vaccination, site and type of  vaccine [5], 
this information was important in the present case,several doses 
at the same site, predisponent factor [11], in addition to inactive 
viruses with aluminum as an adjuvant as in the case. As for the 
treatment of FISS, you should consider surgery to be the basic pillar 
of FISS treatment, a wide surgical removal of the primary tumor, 
radical excision [11-32]; because patients not undergoing radical 
excision have recurrence of the injury within 10 months [14-42]; 
condition that occurs in the patient, in which an extensive excision 
was performed (Image 6); following the indication of other authors, 
who suggest that tumors > 5 cm in diameter, require extensive splits 
[16-33, 34].   Chemotherapia that destroys high division cells [35] 
should not be considered for definitive treatment against FISS, but 
can be palliative, avoiding metastasis [36] the use of chemotherapy 
surgery has yielded good results in tumor control and prolongation 
of life expectancy [5-16]. Several chemotherapeutic agents have 
been shown to have activity against FISS, including doxorubicin, 
carboplatin, cyclophosphamide, ifosfamide and vincristine [22-
37] for the present case the patient was only subjected to surgical 
and non-pharmacological treatment and as for the established 
treatment protocol it is known that extensive surgery relatively 
improves prognosis [38] which can be seen in the patient described, 
where the excision of neoplasm was wide, to avoid relapses (Image 
6). This is because histological malignancy considerations such 
as tumor necrosis, cell pleomorphism, mitotic activity, cellularity, 
degree of tumor differentiation and amount of stromal, describes 
them as low grade or intermediate grade [13-54].
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Conclusion
Inactive vaccines using adjuvants pose a latent risk in the 

presence of post-injection feline sarcomas, the presence of feline 
sarcoma caused by the application of an inactive feline leukemia 
vaccine is described for the first time in Colombia.
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